A tension or compression stress in such a direction that basal slip is minimized can produce second order pyramidal slip bands in zinc single crystals. The stress required to initiate pyramidal dislocation motion is not sensitive to temperature.
INTRODUCTION
There is a conflict in the literature with regard to certain properties of zinc deformed by pyramidal slip of the type {12121 (i2i3). BeL. and Cahn ( l) showed that these pyramidal s l ip systems we re responsible for the plastic deformation when basal slip is minimized.
Gilman(Z) performed the earliest experiments which were directed to a study of non-basal plastic deformation. However, Gilman did not determine the active slip systems and reported a large difference in the nature of the plastic deformation when tension and compression loads were applied in the a direction. No difference in the plastic properties depending upon the sense of the stress state was found in subsequent work by Stofel and Wood(J) and Lavrent'yev and Salita ( 4 ) . Dislocation velocity measurements reported in this work furnish additional evidence that the characteristics of second order pyramidal slip are independent of the sense of the stress state, under conditions wherein basal slip is minimized.
(5) Lavrent'yev, et al reported measurements of the "starting stress" for pyramidal slip in zinc as a function of temperature.
Dislocation movement was measured in the present investigation at stresses well below their values of "starting stress", and a reason is suggested for the discrepancy between their measurement and ours.
EXPERIMENTAL
Specimens were prepared from crystals grown by the Bridgman technique. Acid machining was used exclusively to minimize 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The slip bands formed under a constant stress were observed to grow at a constant rate, so average dislocation velocity was obtained by dividing the distance from the source of the slip band to its end by the duration of the stress pulse. The slip vector which received the largest resolved shear stress was parallel to the etched surfaces, so we presume that the observed velocity corresponds to the edge dislocation velocity.
Edge dislocation velocity as a function of stress was -4 -measured at room temperature for three different stress state:>. The stress state for the majority of the tests was a axis compre ssion. 
CONCLUSIONS
It is concluded that the sense of stress state has no effect upon the properties of plastic deformation on the second order pyramidal system in zinc. In this investigation dislocation velocity was found to be unaffected by a change from a compression to a tension . 
